Abstract-As cloud storage becomes widely used, sensitive data is usually required to be encrypted before stored in the cloud. Searchable encryption schemes provide an important mechanism to cryptographically protect data and make it available to be searched and accessed. Predicate encryption, a recently developed cryptographic primitive, offers a new solution to search on encrypted data and fine-grained access control over the encrypted data. It makes ciphertext related to the attribute and user's secret key and token associated with the predicate. This paper reviews the development of provably secure schemes and some states of the most recent researches. There remain open problems in before works like security issues and lacking of efficiency, which guides us to the future directions.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of the cloud, users begin to store their data in the cloud. Considering data security and user privacy, it is necessary for users to encrypt their sensitive data before moving data to the cloud server. However, it becomes inconvenient when the users attempt to retrieve the documents by some keywords.
In order to solve this problem, searchable encryption (SE) is proposed and attracts researchers' attention to study [1] - [5] . SE saves huge network bandwidth and computation capacity for uses by supporting keyword search over encrypted data in the cloud server. Among different kinds of SE, as a new cryptographic primitive, predicate encryption (PE) provides fine-grained control over the accesses to encrypted data [6] . In a predicate encryption scheme, messages can be encrypted with a set of attributes. A secret token, generated by the secret key owner corresponding to a predicate, can be given to a person as a search privilege. This person can make a search query through this secret token [7] . The cloud server receives the search query from the secret key owner or the above person, and then searches the matched ciphertexts if and only if the set of attributes of the ciphertexts satisfies the predicate of the secret token. Predicate encryption provides a function to search encrypted data and fine-grained access control. That makes a new direction to solve traditional problems. The enhanced functionality and flexibility provided by PE systems are very attractive for many practical applications: network audit logs [8] , sharing of medical records [9] , un-trusted remote storage [10] and so on. More applied research is needed to build predicate encryption into real-world systems. Since PE mechanism originated in theoretical research, considering its high complexity, it is unable to be widely used in the industry. As a result of this, many fascinating open problems remain. An efficient and flexible mechanism PE plays an important role in promoting the popularity of cloud storage.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents an overview of some background knowledge. In section III, we describe construction algorithm in public-key and secret-key based PE scheme, then we discuss the classification of security in detail in section IV, present the expressiveness and efficiency of PE schemes in section V and its secret key revocation in section VI. In addition, we make a comparison of some typical schemes in section VII. The final section draws our conclusion and gives future ideas.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Aiming to construct the framework of predicate encryption, much recent work makes contributions. Identity-based encryption (IBE) [11] - [16] can be seen as predicate encryption for the class of equality tests; Attribute-based encryption schemes (ABE) [17] - [20] can also be cast in the framework of predicate encryption, it guarantees a user can receive a private capability that represents a complex access control policy over the attributes of an encrypted record. Hidden vector encryption (HVE) supports the fine-grained conjunctive combination of equality queries, comparison queries, and subset queries on ciphertext [21] - [24] , which makes predicate encryption more expressive.
In this section, we proceed from reviewing the brief history and basic concepts of IBE, ABE and HVE.
A. IBE
In an IBE scheme, the sender can use the receiver's identity as a public key to encrypt a message, and the receiver can decrypt the ciphertext by his own private key Journal of Communications Vol. 9, No. 12, December 2014 obtained from the Private Key Generator (PKG) according to his identity. Since the realization of the first Identity-based encryption schemes by Boneh and Franklin [11] , there have been some encryption features provided by the new cryptosystems to increase functionality and expressiveness.
The functions that compose a generic IBE are specified by the following four randomized algorithms:  Setup: takes a security parameter and returns system master private key MSK and public key PK .  Extract: takes system parameters, master private key, and an identity as input, and returns a secret private key SK corresponding to the identity.  Encrypt: takes the master public key, the public key of the receiver node (derived from its identity), and the message as input, and returns the corresponding ciphertext.  Decrypt: takes the master public key, a ciphertext and the personal private key as input, and returns the decrypted message.
B. ABE
Sahai and Waters propose the first concept of the attribute-based encryption scheme [17] . ABE originally started by generalizing the definition of identity from a string to a set of attributes. The ABE scheme uses an user's identity as attributes, and this set of attributes is used to encrypt and decrypt data.
In 2006, Goyal et al. propose a key-policy attributebased encryption (KP-ABE) scheme that built the access policy into the user's private key and described the encrypted data with user's attributes [18] . The KP-ABE scheme can achieve fine-grained access control and more flexibility to control users than ABE scheme.
Bettencourt et al. also propose a ciphertext-policy attribute based (CP-ABE) scheme in 2007, and the CP-ABE scheme built the access policy into the encrypted data; a set of attributes is in a user's key [20] . The CP-ABE scheme addresses the problem of KP-ABE that data owner only trusts the key issuer.
The functions that compose a generic ABE are specified by the following four randomized algorithms:  Setup: takes as input a security parameter and a universe description U , which defines the set of allowed attributes in the system. It outputs the public parameters PK and the master secret key MSK .  Encrypt: takes as input the public parameters PK , a message and a set of attributes S and outputs a ciphertext associated with the attribute set.  KeyGen: takes as input the master secret key MSK and an access structure A and outputs a private key SK associated with the attributes.  Decrypt: takes as input a private key SK associated with access structure A and a ciphertext associated with attribute set S and outputs the message if S satisfies A or the error message otherwise.
C. HVE
The first hidden vector encryption scheme has been given by Boneh and Waters (BW07) which showed that HVE gives efficient encryption schemes supporting conjunctions of equality queries, range queries and subset queries [21] . In a HVE scheme, ciphertexts are associated with binary vectors while private keys are associated with binary vectors with "don't care" entries (denoted by ★ ). A private key can decrypt a ciphertext if all entries of the key vector that are not ★ agree with the corresponding entries of the ciphertext vector. The later work is extending HVE from bilinear groups of composite order to bilinear groups of prime order. [23, 24] A HVE scheme is a quadruple of probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms such that:  Setup: takes as input the security parameter and the attribute length n and outputs the master public key PK and the master secret key MSK . intuitively, ★ is the "don't care" symbol.
III. PE CONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM
In IBE, the public key is user's identity. Ciphertext can be decrypted only who has the identity. IBE is not suitable for one-to-many system which ABE is appropriate. In ABE, a data owner just needs to predefine these attributes that he would utilize; he doesn't need to care about the number of users in the system. However, it is disable to encrypt attribute in ABE. PE encrypts the attribute as well as plaintext. The notion of predicate encryption is explicitly presented in KSW08 [25] that covers IBE, ABE and HVE.
In the setting of predicate encryption, secret keys in a predicate encryption scheme correspond to predicates f in some class F , and a sender associates a ciphertext with an attribute in a set  ; a ciphertext associated with the attribute can be decrypted by a secret key f SK corresponding to the predicate f F  if and only if ( ) 1 fI . Like traditional encryptions, there are two categories in predicate encryption: secret-key predicate encryption schemes [26] - [29] and public-key predicate encryption schemes [30] - [37] . A public-key setting has been proposed for multiple-user applications like broadcast services [38] , but its security is weaker than that of a secret-key setting. On the other hand, a secret-key setting is appropriate for single-user applications. Some secure secret-key schemes are appropriate for simple applications such as remote storage services.
A. Public-Key Predicate Encryption
A public-key predicate encryption scheme for the class of predicates F over the set of attributes  consists of four probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms, such that: 
B. Secret-Key Predicate Encryption
Secret-key predicate encryption can be similarly defined as public-key predicate encryption. However, everyone can encrypt using the public-key in public-key encryption. In the secret-key encryption, encryption and decryption are both performed using the secret-key. Hence, only the key owner can encrypt. In both schemes, only the secret-key owner can decrypt.
A secret-key predicate encryption scheme for the class of predicates F over the set of attributes  consists of four probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms, such that: [39] . Attribute-hiding is a stronger notion. It guarantees that no efficient adversary could obtain any information about the attribute which is associated with a ciphertext. Roughly speaking, attribute-hiding requires that a ciphertext conceals not only the plaintext but also the associated attribute. I.e., an adversary holding secret keys learns only the values     1 ... l f I f I [25, 40] . There are two levels in attribute hiding. One is weakly attribute-hiding and the other one is fully attribute-hiding. In the fully attribute-hiding security definition [25, 33] , although the adversary knows SK , he has no idea of the attribute corresponding I to the ciphertext unless that ( ) 0 fI . The adversary may obtain some additional information about the attribute, if the algorithm is weakly attributehiding.
In FH14 [41] , Fan and Huang first propose an extension of predicate encryption, called timed-release predicate encryption. Only after a specified time period, the evaluator can decrypt the ciphertexts that satisfy the predicate. Therefore, FH14 can provide not only ciphertext retrieval with search privacy protection but time trigger. It is proved to be attribute hiding.
In addition to protecting the privacy of plaintexts, it is necessary to defend the description of the predicates encoded by tokens. Prior work on public-key predicate encryption has focused on the notion of plaintext privacy, and ignores the security of tokens. As a result of this, Shen et al. present a notion called predicate-hiding in SSW09 [26] . Informally, predicate privacy says that a token hides all information about the encoded predicate other than what is implied by the ciphertexts in one's possession, as we said earlier. Their construction is based on the KSW08 construction [25] . In particular, a token and a ciphertext each encodes a vector in n N Z , and the inner product x, y is commutative. Furthermore, for inner products, ciphertexts and tokens have symmetric roles in the security definitions. One way to interpret this observation is to view a ciphertext as an encryption of a plaintext vector and a token as an encryption of a predicate vector. Their scheme has significant obstacles to practical implementation by using bilinear groups. In addition, its security is based on a variant of the subgroup decision assumption, which implies that it is infeasible to factor a composite order of the bilinear group. Such large composite-order groups, however, result in a heavy load of group operations, markedly reducing the efficiency of the SSW09 scheme. In order to improve the effectiveness, instead of four groups, Yoshino et al. present the symmetric-key inner-product predicate encryption scheme [27] based on three groups. Compared to SSW09, their prime-order group instantiation is asymptotically more than 33% faster and has asymptotically 25% smaller ciphertexts and tokens.
As we said earlier, in the secret-key encryption, only secret-key owner can encrypt. On the contrary, anyone can encrypt data by public-key in the public-key encryption. As a result, an adversary can encrypt any plaintext of his choice and evaluate a token on the resulting ciphertext to know if the plaintext satisfies the predicate associated with the token.
BIP10 is a breakthrough that this is the first time to achieve predicate-hiding in partial public-key based PE [42] . Furthermore, making use of prime order groups greatly improves the efficiency of the resulting encryption schemes. Blundo et al. consider the notion of a partial public key encryption (as suggested in [SSW09] ). This scheme is based on BW07 [21] . In order to reach predicate security, BIP10 show that tokens only reveal the positions of the ★ -entries in the associated pattern. Because that predicate security is not achievable in a pure public-key scenario, it uses a partial public key model in which the key owner can decide on a policy to generate a subset of the ciphertexts. In the formal definition of predicate secure it requires that an adversary is not able to distinguish between tokens with pattern 0 y or 1 y with respect to a policy provided that the two patterns have the same value of the predicate Match for all attributes x that can be encrypted under policy.
Kawai and Takashima propose a reasonable definition of predicate-hiding inner product encryption (IPE) in a public key setting, which we call inner product encryption with ciphertext conversion (IPE-CC) [34] . In IPE-CC original ciphertexts are converted to predicatesearchable ones by a helper in possession of a conversion key. There are introduced original and converted ciphertexts, and a new conversion key is used as public and secret keys. Each user encrypts an attribute x by using the public key, and generates original ciphertext c X t . Proposed IPE-CC(variant) scheme and the first fully secure SIPE scheme. However, it is predicate-hiding for tokens from any malicious users except the helper. Therefore, it still faces the risk of leakage.
B. Selectively Secure & Adaptive Secure
In the IBE scheme, selectively secure schemes in the standard model were constructed [13] , [38] . Boneh and Boyen [43] and Waters [14] constructed adaptive secure IBE schemes in the standard model. According to these, the selective adaptive secure in predicate encryption scheme is that the advantage of all probabilistic polynomial-time adversaries is negligible in the security parameter. Although some research has achieved the adaptive secure, the majority of the predicate encryption schemes are just proven to be selective secure. The notion of selective secure is the security of a limited model. In this weaker model, before seeing the public parameters of the system, the adversary is obliged to announce the target he intends to attack. This is an unnatural and undesirable restriction on the adversary, but it unfortunately seems to be necessary for the proof techniques used in some works.
The KSW08 IPE scheme is fully attribute-hiding but selectively secure, and the LOS+10 [31] and OT10 [32] IPE schemes are adaptively secure but weakly attributehiding. In 2012, Okamoto and Takashima propose the first inner product encryption scheme OT12 that is adaptively secure and fully attribute-hiding under the DLIN assumption in the standard model [33] . OT12 extends the dual system encryption technique into a more general manner, in which new forms of ciphertext and secret keys are employed and various forms of ciphertext and secret keys are introduced and new types of information theoretical tricks are employed with several forms of computational reduction. A variant of the OT12 basic scheme with the same security, achieves a shorter master public key and shorter secret keys. This variant also enjoys more efficient decryption.
V. EXPRESSIVENESS AND EFFICIENCY
An important purpose of the predicate capability is designed to support complex query predicate encryption systems. At first, researchers have designed predicate encryption schemes that support an equality test, for example, if we use such a predicate encryption system for the keyword search, the user would be able to make queries of the form: 2014 word  . Shi et al. propose a searchable encryption scheme that supports multi-dimensional range queries over encrypted data (MRQED) [8] . VX  denotes the standard inner-product.) As far as we know, the widest classes of relations supported by attribute-hiding PE systems are inner-product predicates. Inner-product predicates represent a fairly wide class of relations including equality tests as the simplest case, disjunctions or conjunctions of equality tests, and, more generally, CNF or DNF formulas. To use inner product predicates for such universal relations, we must write formulas in CNF or DNF form, which can cause a superpolynomial blowup in size for arbitrary formulas.
However, predicate encryption mechanisms still need to study how to support more flexible query in the future. Although there is some work to realize searching ciphertexts using range query and subset query, it still no perfect scheme proposed. In the next period of time, proposing a PE algorithm which supports relational operators well remains a hot point.
On the other hand, it is better to have an efficient algorithm. Encryption time, public key size, secret key size, capability size and decryption time, as performance metrics, are used to determine what we mean by efficiency. Some work has done to change from composite-order groups [25] , [26] to prime-order groups [27] - [33] . Since KSW08 proposes no delegation functionality. Shi and Waters present a delegation mechanism for a class of PE, but it is a class of equality tests for HVE [22] . That is more restricted than innerproduct predicates. In 2009, Okamoto and Takashima present a hierarchical predicate encryption (HPE) scheme for inner-product predicate encryption based on a dual pairing vector spaces (DPVS) [30] . DPVS is extended from bilinear pairing groups into higher dimensional vector spaces. The setup algorithm produces a pair of 
VI. REVOCATION
In the PE scheme, user's secret key and the token are associated with the predicate while ciphertext is linked to the attribute. The dynamic change of attribute and predicate makes the cost and difficulties of secret key revocation increased. The revocation of secret key is drawing attention.
FH13, proposed controllable privacy preserving search by Fan and Huang, makes it possible for the secret key owner to control the lifetime of the delegation. Except SSW09, Blundo et al. [26] proposed another symmetric scheme which works in groups of a prime order. This scheme is based on BIP09 [25] , which is more efficient than SSW09 for that is performed in the groups of a composed order. Controllable privacy preserving search [29] scheme has two new functions. One is revocable delegated search which makes it possible for the secret key owner to control the lifetime of the delegation. In order to control the lifetime period of delegated search privilege, the secret key owner randomly chooses a time restrictive token. The other one is un-decryptable delegated search. If the secret key owner attaches this functionality to the predicated token, the delegated person will be unable to decrypt the returned matched ciphertexts even though he has the delegated privilege of search. Though it is more efficient for its revocable delegated search, un-decryptable delegated search, and using prime order groups, it cannot support complex queries for this scheme is not based on the inner product. Although FH13 makes it possible for the secret key owner to control the lifetime of the delegation, it must decide the lifetime at the beginning which is not suitable for dynamic changes. Therefore, revocable secret key method is still worthy of researching. As showed in Fig. 1 , the main research contents of PE focus on encryption schemes, the effect of support search statement, the security of PE, the practical applications and so on. Some research on predicate encryption mechanism for a more comprehensive presentation and discussion is also shown in Fig. 1 . As more data is saved in the cloud server, user' awareness of sensitive data security and personal privacy is growing. How to retrieve efficiently, accurately and safely of ciphertext in the cloud server will be the direction we continue to explore. The researchers believe that further research is mainly focused on solving the following problems:  Supporting for more flexible query like relational operators (>, <, ==, etc.). Though inner product acquires some achievement, it is still not perfect in expression in PE. In the ensuing period of time, proposing a PE algorithm which supports relational operators well remains a hot point.  PE scheme is based on either composite-order groups or prime-order. It is difficult to apply to the scenarios with huge users and massive data. Only the design of efficient PE algorithm is the fundamental way to speed up the efficiency of today's search.  The security of all known predicate encryption schemes is based on many different and often complex assumptions. Taking into account these assumptions, PE schemes have different security levels. Although it is hardly to realize predicatehiding in public-key predicate encryption schemes, we hope a public-key PE scheme could be proven fully secure under a simple assumption in a standard model for everyone even if with the help of a third party.  Previous works have realized that cloud returns all messages without integration. In order to avoid users processing every file in order to find one matching their interests, we should return top-k matching files in a ranked order regarding to certain relevant criteria. (e.g., keyword weight or keyword frequency). This method can make users find their interesting files fast and save user's decryption cost and bandwidth. However, we may take attention to support for multiple keywords and conjunctive keywords and avoid cloud learning more messages about the relevancy of keywords.  As ciphertext is related to the attribute and user's secret key and token are associated with the predicate, it is hard to revoke the secret key. By controlling of the lifetime of the delegation, it has to connect to data owner and decide the lifetime at the beginning, it takes a lot to communicate between data users and cloud about the secret key updating time, what's worse, it is hard to revoke secret key dynamically. Therefore, revocable secret key search is still worthy for researching.
VII. COMPARISON
(n) O | G | (2n +1)| G | (2n + 1)| G |+ | T G | SSW09 Secret key Selective PH & Weakly- AH Composite A variant of GSD, C3DH, DLIN --- (2n +2)| G | (2n + 2)| G |+ | T G | OT09 Public key Selective Weakly-AH Prime 2 variants of DSP 2 (n ) O | G | (n + 3)| G | (n + 3)| G |+| T G | LOT10 Public key Adaptive Weakly-AH Prime n-eDDH 2 (n ) O | G | (2n +3)| G | (2n + 3)| G |+ | T G | OT10 Public key Adaptive Weakly-AH Prime DLIN 2 (n ) O | G | (3n +2)| G | (3n + 2)| G |+ | T G | OT12 (basic) Public key Adaptive Fully-AH Prime DLIN 2 (n ) O | G | (4n +2)| G | (4n + 2)| G |+ | T G | OT12 (variant) Public key Adaptive Fully-AH Prime DLIN 2 (n ) O | G | 11| G | (5n+ 1)| G |+ | T G | Proposed IPE- CC(basic) Public key Adaptive PH & Fully-AH Prime DLIN 2 (n ) O | G | 6n| G | 6n| G |+ | T G | Proposed IPE- CC(variant) Public key Adaptive PH & Fully-AH Prime DLIN (n) O | G | 6n| G | 6n| G |+ | T G | Proposed SIPE Secret key Adaptive PH & Fully-AH Prime DLIN --- 6n| G | 6n| G |+ | T G | Predicate
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